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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 You can see the three agencies that were involved in this project: us, DNR and EPA. The three agencies have been collaborating and have different roles and responsibilities. Ecology has been working with DNR and EPA to ensure the changes made to the Plan will still protect air quality and meet federal clean air act requirements.The 1998 SMP already in the SIP is an important part of ensuring that all areas of the state meet the national ambient air quality standards and meet our visibility goals as it applies to forestland burning.
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SMP into SIP

Ecology State Implementation Plan Hearing 
for the DNR Smoke Management Plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These three agencies have been working together the last few years to get to the point where the SMP was ready to propose to submit to EPA.   We’ve been preparing to propose to  incorporate the updated 2022 version into the State Implementation Plan to replace the 1998 versionEcology has been working with DNR on Plan and SIP submittal requirements.  EPA has given us advice and recommendations to help us with what must be provided so the plan can be approved. EPA will also have their own public notice and comment period to approve the plan and make it federally enforceable. DNR started work to update this plan a few years ago/starting in about 2016. They have been revising and enhancing it in response to the comments from us and EPA. More recently, DNR’s been working closely with Ecology and EPA to analyze the proposed smoke management plan and revise the plan so it can meet federal Clean Air Act requirements. In the couple of years or so, we’ve all been working together to finalize the plan and prepare the Demonstration that shows that even with the changes to the SMP the plan, the plan will continue to protect air quality from forestland burning. We’ve been preparing for this comment period and- after considering your comments, will decide whether to submit the plan to EPA so it can replace the old 1998 plan in the SIP.And now, here’s Karen Zirkle to tell you about the new smoke management plan.



Ecology website: 
https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/Plans-policies/State-implementation-
plans/Infrastructure-SIPs

https://ecology.wa.gov/Regulations-Permits/Plans-policies/State-implementation-plans/Infrastructure-SIPs
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Public comment period opened 5/25
• https://ecology.wa.gov

/Events/AQ/State-
implementation-
plans/DNR-Smoke-
Management-SIP-
Revision-comment-
ends-6

https://ecology.wa.gov/Events/AQ/State-implementation-plans/DNR-Smoke-Management-SIP-Revision-comment-ends-6


DNR Smoke Management Plan
• 2016 Legislature directed DNR to revise SMP to provide for 

increased pace and scale of silvicutural burning to manage 
lands to reduce wildfire risk

• Started working on with Ecology in 2017 – with several long 
pauses

• Involved EPA Region 10 to assure draft SMP could be 
approvable.



DNR Public Involvement
• DNR conducted various types of outreach at different times 

for the 2022 SMP during its development.
• DNR convened a task force in 2017 and 2018 and held 

several community meetings during development of the SMP. 
• DNR completed review of the proposed UGA outdoor burning 

rule, including a SEPA public comment period from November 
7, 2019, through November 21, 2019. 

• DNR issued a Notice of Final Determination and response to 
comments on November 22, 2019. 

• DNR held a webinar and accepted comments on the SMP in 
February 2021. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
DNR have outlined their public comment and outreach efforts in the Demonstration, Appendix 5, DNR Public Involvement Documents. Ecology’s public involvement efforts are related to our SIP responsibilities. Appendix D contains evidence of Ecology’s efforts to promote the public comment period. After completing the public review, Ecology will document comments and provide responses to comments, before deciding whether to submit the revision request to EPA



Demonstration
DNR provided an analysis that demonstrates the following 
changes will not interfere with the state’s air quality goals: 

1. Aligning assessment threshold in Large Burn Approval Criterion #1 
with state law. 

2. Removing the prohibition against summer weekend burning. 
3. Notifying burners of permission to ignite their units by 4:30 PM the 

day prior to ignition.
4. Allowing burning on forestlands under DNR jurisdiction in Urban 

Growth Areas (UGA), with additional precautions.



Collaborative Project
• EPA reviewed drafts found a number of issues to be resolved 

before plan could be approved
• Law changes required to provide enforcement authority
• Demonstration must show compliance into the future, i.e., be forward 

looking
• Small burns – need to show how NAAQS/RH Goals are protected
• Changes in law to burn in UGAs- forestland burning only, needed lawyers 

to collaborate – needed to show how NAAQS/RH goals will be protected

• Not required, but recommended
• Changes to be able to use SMP to support EE demos
• include criteria for issuing a health advisory
• found no clear requirement to utilize and follow a burn plan

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The draft demonstration does not explain how the NAAQS are protected from the collective impact of small fires allowed under the SMP, particularly in the absence of limits on the number of these small burns that might occur concurrently. We recommend the demonstration be revised to address the cumulative impacts from small burns as allowed in the 2021 SMP. To be forward-looking, the revisions need to show how NAAQS protection and regional haze requirements will be met considering the potential increases in prescribed fire use.EE Event needed additions:Second, the 2021 SMP does not appear to explicitly require a burn plan. While components of a burn plan are discussed in the 2021 SMP, we found no clear requirement to utilize and follow a burn plan. These criteria are not requirements for the design and operation of a SMP. However, the preamble to the Exceptional Events Rule identifies components that an SMP must have in order for the SMP to be relied upon to meet the “not reasonably controllable or preventable” criterion in a demonstration pursuant to the Exceptional Events Rule



EER Table 3: Summary of BSMPs, 
benefits, when applied –
Communication-Public Notification



Thank you
• Comment period May 25-June 30
• Webinar/hearing June 28
• Comment period ends June 30

• Target submittal date: August 10

• Laurie Hulse-Moyer – last day August 15
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